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1. INTRODUCTION
The considerable interest in phase-only control of the element weights
of array antennas to suppress interference reﬂects the growth in importance of both phase arrays and adaptive processing. As adaptive
nulling with full amplitude and phase control is rather expensive, considering the cost of the phase shifters and variable attenuators, the idea
of the phase-only control [1, 2] and amplitude-only [3, 4] control were
proposed. Since in a phased array the required controls are normally
incorporated, phase-only perturbations of the antenna elements is of
particular interest in pattern nulling. However, the general phase-only
implementation involves numerical complexity in solving the phase adjustments, except for the case of small phase perturbations in which
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the problem can be linearized [5–7]. A consequence of the small phase
assumption is that imposing two symmetrical nulls in the pattern with
respect to the main beam is impossible [6].
Also, considering large arrays with full phase-only nulling, the array performance will be subjected to degradation due to the phase
shifter quantization errors [8]. Thus, the full phase-only nulling method
presents a problem for large arrays because of the potentially significant high cost of high-resolution phase shifters. The use of partial
control for synthesizing low-sidelobe array patterns will lead to a signiﬁcant reduction in the number of variable attenuators and phase
shifters as compared to the full control implementation [8–10]. By
partially controlling the antenna elements to suppress prescribed sectors in jammers direction, the phase perturbations of the phase shifters
will be relatively large which contradicts the small phase perturbations
assumption.
The problem of the array pattern synthesis with wideband interference suppression using phase-only control is of practical interest [11,
12]. The suppression of an interfering wideband signal can be achieved
by means of arranging for a suppressed sector in the array pattern
to coincide with the angular location of incidence of the interference
signal. In general, multiple wideband interference suppression using
phase-only control yields large phase perturbations. The large phase
perturbations is a nonlinear problem and cannot be solved analytically.
However, numerical solutions can be obtained by using nonlinear programming techniques [2].
In this paper a pattern synthesis with multiple wideband interference suppression using phase-only control is presented. The nonlinear
constraints of phase perturbation are solved using an iterative procedure with linear programming to calculate a new phase set of the
controlled elements. The linear programming method is used to restrict the magnitudes of the phase perturbations to be less than small
value in every iteration. The full phase-only control is accomplished
as well as the partial control of the edge element phases. The computer simulation results show that the partial control using the edge
elements is very eﬃcient for the large size antennas compared to the
full phase-only control.
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2. FULL PHASE-ONLY CONTROL FORMULATION
Consider a linear array of N isotropic equispaced elements with an
is the nth element normalized current excitation and dn is the nth
element position with respect to the center of the array (the wavenumber is included in dn ). Denoting the angular direction u = sin(θ), (θ
is the scanning angle from broadside), then the initial pattern can be
expressed as
(1)
F0 (u) = ΨT0 S(u)
where
T

Ψ0 = ejφ1 , ejφ2 , ejφ3 , . . . , ejφN
T

S(u) = a1 ejd1 u , a2 ejd2 u , . . . , aN ejdN u

(2)
(3)

are the initial phase vector and the weighted steering vector, respectively, and T is the transpose operator.
A fully controlled array for interference suppression means that every phase of the array elements is individually controlled to suppress
the sector levels of the array pattern in the prescribed directions of
interference. This can be achieved by forcing the perturbed pattern
levels at the interference directions to be much below the level of the
pattern in the sidelobe region direction while maintaining the main
beam directed towards the desired signal. Using the full phases of the
current excitations of the antenna, the new pattern with the suppressed
prescribed sectors, F (u), should be expressed as

where

F (u) = ΨT S(u)

(4)

T

Ψ = ejψ1 , ejψ2 , ejψ3 , . . . , ejψN

(5)

is a vector containing the element’s phase perturbations. In this work
we consider the general case where the element’s phases could be large.
To ﬁnd the solution of large element phases, we will suggest an iterative
procedure to ﬁnd Ψ for a given initial element phases Ψ0 . Let the
perturbed pattern at the kth iteration to be expressed as
Fk (u) = ΨTk S(u)

(6)
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where Ψk denotes the phase vector at the kth iteration,

 k
k
k
k T
Ψk = ejψ1 , ejψ2 , ejψ3 , . . . , ejψN

(7)

We wish to proceed from the initial point to other point such that
Fk (u) approximates the perturbed pattern better as the number of
iteration index k increases. To establish the iterative procedure, let
the nth element phase of the kth iteration to be expressed as
ψnk = ψnk−1 + βnk

with βnk  1

(8)

where βnk is the nth elements phase increment of the kth iteration.
Assuming the phases increments to be very small, the perturbed pattern can be approximated by the ﬁrst two terms of Taylor expansion.
Thus, equation (6) in the kth iteration can be written as
Fk (u) =

N


k−1

an ejψn ejdn u + j

n=1

N


k−1

βnk an ejψn ejdn u

(9)

n=1

A practical approach to suppress I interfering signals is by forcing
the maximum perturbed pattern level at the interference directions
to be less than small quantity while maintaining the main beam and
the sidelobe region as close as possible to the initial pattern. Let
δi (u) denote a certain error function in the ith suppressed sector and
δ0 (u) denote the error in the mainbeam and sidelobe regions, then the
approximated perturbed pattern in every iteration should be expressed
as,

F0 (u) + δ0k (u) u ∈ R0
(10)
Fk (u) =
δik (u)
u ∈ Ri i = 1, 2, . . . , I
where R0 represents the angular region of the mainbeam and the sidelobe regions and Ri represents the ith angular sector of the ith interference with lower and upper angular bounds (uli , uui ) . Therefore,
equation (9) can be written as,
j

N


k−1

βnk an ejψn ejdn u − δ k (u)

n=1

 N


k−1


an ejψn ejdn u + F0 (u) u ∈ R0

−

=

n=1

N


k−1



−
an ejψn ejdn u

n=1

(11)
u ∈ Ri

i = 1, 2, . . . , I
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The small error function δ k (u) can be expressed as
δ k (u) = ωi δik (u)

u ∈ (−1, 1)

(12)

and ωi is a weight factor that enables the designer to choose the
relative size of the error function in the mainbeam and the sidelobe
region, R0 , and in the suppressed sectors, Ri . Equation (11) can be
expressed in matrix notation as
ak (u)xk = bk (u)

(13)

where


k−1
k−1
k−1
ak (u) = ja1 ejψ1 ejd1 u , ja2 ejψ2 ejd2 u , . . . , jaN ejψN ejdN u , −ωi
(14)

T
k
xk = β1k , β2k , . . . , βN
, δik (u)

−ΨTk−1 S(u) + F0 (u) u ∈ R0
bk (u) =
−ΨTk−1 S(u)
u ∈ Ri i = 1, 2, . . . , I

(15)
(16)

The above approximation problem can be solved using linear programming since the constraints equations are linear in terms of the coeﬃcients set βnk as given in equation (13). Discretizing equation (13) at
a suﬃcient number of points, {um , m = 1, 2, . . . , M }, the following set
of linear equations can be written as
Ak xk = Bk

(17)

where the mth row of the matrix Ak is given as

k−1
k−1
ak (um ) = ja1 ejψ1 ejd1 um , ja2 ejψ2 ejd2 um ,

k−1
. . . , jaN ejψN ejdN um , −ωi
and the mth element of the vector B

−ΨTk−1 S(um ) + F0 (um ) um ∈ R0
bk (um ) =
−ΨTk−1 S(um )
um ∈ Ri i = 1, 2, . . . , I

(18)

(19)
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In practical problems, it is required to minimize the maximum devik , of the error function δ k (u) . Therefore, the linear
ation error, δmax
i
programming approximation problem can be stated as
minimize
 
0

 ·
 
k k
(20)
δmax ∗  · 
gk = β1k β2k . . . βN
0
1
subject to
Re {Ak xk } = Re {Bk }
Im {Ak xk } = Im {Bk }
βnk − φkmax ≤ 0
−βnk − φkmax ≤ 0

for n = 1, 2, . . . , N
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N

(21)
(22)

(23)
(24)

where φkmax is the maximum phase of the kth iteration. The iteration
procedure can be stated as follows:
1. Initialization:
- Set k = 0, the initial phase column vector Ψ0 = [11 . . . 1], and
k
= any large value.
δmax
- Set the maximum phase bound φ1max , the ith relative deviation
error, ωi , and the number of discretized points M for equation
(13).
2. Set k = k + 1 . Calculate the matrix Ak and the vector Bk according to equation (18) and (19).
k
using the linear programming equations
3. Calculate βnk and δmax
(20)–(24) and update the element phases according to equation (8).
k
k−1 go to step 2;
< δmax
4. If δmax
k
k−1 and β k = β k−1 .
= δmax
else set δmax
m
m
5. Stop.
3. PARTIAL PHASE-ONLY CONTROL FORMULATION
When the number of interfering sources are much smaller than the
number of antenna elements (I  N ), a partially controlled array
is preferred. A partially controlled array for interference suppression
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means that only part of the elements weights are controlled [8–10]. It
is shown that the edge elements of a uniformly excited array are ideal
for cancellation of speciﬁc sidelobes of the pattern [10, 13]. Let the ﬁrst
and the last P elements are used to create I wide suppressed sectors
in the array pattern at the directions of the interference sources by controlling the corresponding current phases only. Then the new pattern
with the suppressed prescribed sectors, F (u), should be expressed as
F (u) =

P


N
−P


an ejψn ejdn u +

n=1

N


an ejφn ejdn u +

an ejψn ejdn u

n=N −P +1

n=P +1

(25)
Considering the general case where the element’s phases could be large
and following the suggested iterative procedure to ﬁnd elements’ phases
{ψn } for a given initial element phases {φn } . The perturbed pattern
in the kth iteration can be expressed as
Fk (u) =

P


k
jψn
jdn u

an e

e

+

n=1

N
−P


jφn jdn u

an e

e

N


+

k

an ejψn ejdn u

n=N −P +1

n=P +1

(26)
where {ψnk } denotes the set of the phases for the ﬁrst and the last P
elements in the kth iteration. Let the nth element phases’ of the kth
iteration be expressed as
ψnk = ψnk−1 + βnk with βnk  1, n = 1, . . . , P and n = N − P + 1, . . . , N
(27)
where βnk is the nth elements phase increment in the kth iteration.
Assuming the phases increments to be very small, the perturbed pattern can be approximated by the ﬁrst two terms of Taylor expansion.
Thus, equation (26) in the kth iteration can be written as
Fk (u) =

P


k−1

an ejψn ejdn u +

n=1

+j

N
−P


an ejφn ejdn u +

n=P +1
P

n=1

k−1

βnk an ejψn ejdn u + j

N


k−1

an ejψn ejdn u

n=N =P +1
N


k−1

βnk an ejψn ejdn u

(28)

n=N =P +1

Now, with partial control, the interference suppression problem can be
obtained by forcing only the pattern levels at the interference directions
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to be less than small quantity while controlling only the phases of
the antenna edge elements. To suppress I interfering signals which
covered an angular sector R, the perturbed pattern must be forced to
be equal to a certain small error function δk (u) . Therefore, equation
(28) can be written as
u ∈ Ri

Fk (u) = δik (u)

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

(29)

Consequently,
j

P


k−1

βnk an ejψn ejdn u + j

n=1

N


k−1

βnk an ejψn ejdn u − δ k (u) = −Ψk−1 S(u)

n=N −P +1

u ∈ Ri

i = 1, . . . , I

(30)

with
 k−1

k−1
k−1
k−1 T
Ψk−1 = ejψ1 , . . . , ejψP , ejφP +1 , . . . , ejφN −P , ejψN −P +1 , . . . , ejψN
(31)
and the small error function δ k (u) as given by equation (12). Equation
(30) can be expressed in matrix notation as
ak (u)xk = bk (u)

u ∈ Ri

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

(32)

where

k−1
k−1
ak (u) = ja1 ejψ1 ejd1 u , . . . , jaP ejψP ejdP u ,


k−1
k−1
jaN −P +1 ejψN −P +1 ejdN −P +1 u , . . . , jaN ejψN ejdN u ,−ωi (33)


k
k
k
xk = β1k , β2k , . . . , βPk , βN
,
.
.
.
,
β
,
δ
(u)
−P +1
N i

bk (u) = −ΨTk−1 S(u)

u ∈ Ri

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

(34)
(35)

Evaluating the above equation at a suﬃcient number of points, the
following set of linear equations is obtained
Ak xk = Bk

(36)
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where the mth row of the matrix Ak is given as

k−1
k−1
ak (um ) = ja1 ejψ1 ejd1 um , . . . , jaP ejψP ejdP um ,


k−1
k−1
jaN −P +1 ejψN −P +1 ejdN −P +1 um , . . . , jaN ejψN ejdN um ,−ωi
(37)
and the mth element of the column vector B
bk (um ) = −ΨTk−1 S(um )

(38)

The above approximation problem can be solved using linear programming since the constraints equations are linear in terms of the coeﬃcients set βnk as given in equations (35). As before, it is required to
k
, of the error function
minimize the maximum deviation error, δmax
k
δi (u) . Therefore, the linear programming approximation problem can
be stated as
minimize
 
0

 ·
 
k
k
k
(39)
gk = β1k , β2k , . . . , βPk , βN
−P +1 , . . . , βN , δmax ∗  · 
0
1
subject to
Re {Ak xk } = Re {Bk }
Im {Ak xk } = Im {Bk }

(40)
(41)

βnk −φkmax ≤ 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . , 2P and n = N −P +1, . . . , N (42)
−βnk −φkmax ≤ 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . , 2P and n = N −P +1, . . . , N (43)
where φkmax is the maximum phase of the kth iteration.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To demonstrate the validity of full and partial phase-only control for
multiple wide band interference suppression, several computer simulation examples were conducted and discussed. Although the derived equations are valid for arbitrary phase values, the phases are
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Figure 1. Perturbed pattern with two suppressed sectors imposed at
R1 = (−0.8, −0.76), R2 = (0.38, 0.42) with ω0 = 0.1, ω1 = 50, and
ω2 = 25 .
assumed to be symmetrically odd with respect to the center of the
array to reduce the number of calculations. The full phase-only control is illustrated using a 40 equispaced linear array elements of a
30-dB Chebyshev initial pattern with half wave interelement spacing. The phases of antenna elements are computed using equations
(20–24). Figure 1 shows the perturbed pattern with two prescribed
wide sector imposed at the angular locations R1 = (−0.8, −0.76) and
R2 = (0.38, 0.42) with ω0 = 0.1, ω1 = 50 and ω2 = 25 . The number
of discretized points, M = 40, is taken as 10 points in each suppressed
sector and 20 points in the mainbeam and the sidelobe regions. From
Figure 1, the corresponding sector depths for the suppressed sectors
are δ1 = 78 dB and δ2 = 72.3 dB, respectively. And Figure 2 shows
the perturbed pattern with two symmetrical wide sectors imposed at
R1 = (−0.52, −0.48) and R2 = (0.48, 0.52) with ω0 = 0.1, ω1 = 75
and ω2 = 75.1 . Figure 2 shows that the obtained sector depths are
δi = 78 dB for both symmetrical suppressed sectors. Also, the computed element phases for the Figures are given in Table 1. The above
results show the ability of this technique to suppress multiple wide
band interfering signals even if they are symmetrically located around
the mainbeam.
On the other hand, the partial phase-only control is illustrated using a 100 equispaced linear array elements of a uniform initial pattern
with half wave interelement spacing. Figure 3 shows the perturbed pat-
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Figure 2. Perturbed pattern with two suppressed sectors imposed at
R1 = (−0.52, −0.48) and R2 = (0.48, 0.52) with ω0 = 0.1, ω1 = 75,
and ω2 = 75.1 .
tern with two prescribed wide sectors imposed at R1 = (−0.52, −0.48)
and R2 = (0.48, 0.52) with ω1 = 1 and ω2 = 1.01 while controlling
only the ﬁrst and the last 10 edge array elements, (P = 10) . The
number of discretized points, M = 20, is taken as 10 points in each
suppressed sector. From Figure 3, the corresponding sector depths
are δ1 = 79.7 dB and δ2 = 79.8 dB for the suppressed sectors, respectively. Table 2 gives the computed phases of the ﬁrst and the last ten
elements using equations (39–43). Notice that the phases are symmetrically odd with respect to the center of the array as it was mentioned
above. Although the array consists of 100 elements, only 10 controllers
are required to realize the prescribed sector suppression which reduce
the system complexity. Furthermore, the pattern of the partial control
method is only discretized at a smaller number of points, M = 20,
in the interference directions, and the results show the ability of this
method to suppress the wide sectors while maintaining the main beam
in the desired signal direction. As the controlled phases of the edge
elements are used to suppress the prescribed sectors the uncontrolled
coeﬃcients of the antenna elements are used to maintain the perturbed
pattern as close as possible to the initial pattern.
To discuss the eﬀect of the number of controlled edge elements on the
suppressed sector level with partial-control method, the 40 equispaced
linear array elements of a 30-dB Chebyshev initial pattern with half
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Figure 3. Perturbed pattern with two suppressed sectors imposed at
R1 = (−0.52, −0.48) and R2 = (0.48, 0.52) with ω0 = 0.1, ω1 = 1,
and ω2 = 1.01 .
Element
No.
1,40
2,39
3,38
4,37
5,36
6,35
7,34
8,33
9,32
10,31
11,30
12,29
13,28
14,27
15,26
16,25
17,24
18,23
19,22
20,21

βn (Deg.)
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

±41.6226
±31.9801
∓20.0410
±58.6006
±82.5794
∓30.6446
±22.8177
∓11.3709
±6.7372
±6.9882
±10.5177
±6.6230
∓4.6079
±0.0628
∓7.4101
±3.1102
±3.0741
±0.3971
±4.0436
∓8.7185

±74.1593
∓85.0603
±55.8476
∓66.0368
∓76.2894
±45.1371
±35.1777
±16.8822
∓8.5715
∓1.3458
∓14.0623
±26.0699
±2.6778
∓5.7901
∓12.1979
±2.3777
±7.0550
∓4.7330
∓21.3055
±4.2666

Table 1. Computed element phase {βn } for Figure 1 and 2.
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No.
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βn (Deg.)
±90.0116
∓89.1207
±79.5280
∓78.9170
∓55.0763
±56.4949
∓31.8783
±33.2656
±16.6322
∓16.1241
0

1,100
2,99
3,98
4,97
5,96
6,95
7,94
8,93
9,92
10,91
11,90

Table 2. Computed phases {βn } of the ﬁrst and last 10 elements for
Figure 3.
P

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

δi (dB)

56

67.2

67.7

68

86.1

99.2

96.8

99.1

Table 3. Suppressed sector level, δi (dB), versus the number of the
controlled edge elements, P, with one wide suppressed sector centered
at R1 = (0.48, 0.52) . The initial pattern is a 30-dB Chebyshev with
2N = 40 .
wave interelement spacing is used. Table 3 gives the suppressed sector
level, δi (dB), versus the number of the controlled edge elements, P,
with one wide suppressed sector centered at R1 = (0.48, 0.52) . From
the Table the suppressed sector level increases as the number of the
edge elements increases. For the purpose of comparison, 85.4 dB was
achieved by using the full-control method while imposing the same
suppressed sector. As given by the Table, using only 7 controlled edge
elements, (P = 7), the level of the suppressed sector is 86.1 dB which
is slightly more than the level of suppressed sector with the full-control
method.
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5. CONCLUSION
A pattern nulling for multiple wide band interference suppression using
phase-only control has been presented. The large phase perturbation of
the antenna elements are calculated using an iterative procedure with
linear programming technique. The simpliﬁcation in system complexity is achieved by assuming small phase perturbations in every iteration
while updating the approximated initial pattern. The full phase-only
control is accomplished as well as the partial control of the edge element phases. First, the interference suppression problem has been
formulated by forcing the maximum perturbed pattern level at the interference directions to be less than a small quantity while maintaining
the main beam and the sidelobe region as close as possible to the initial
pattern.
Next, the interference suppression problem has been formulated by
forcing only the pattern levels at the interference directions to be less
than a small quantity while controlling only the phases of the antenna
edge elements. The computer simulation results show that the partial
control using the edge elements is very eﬃcient for large size antennas
compared to the full phase-only control. In contrast to the small phase
perturbation method, this technique can impose symmetrical nulls in
the perturbed pattern as a consequence of the large phases.
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